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Motivation and Objectives

semblies was carried out using the UniProt dataAnimal venoms have been proven to be a rich base (http://www.uniprot.org) and custom scripts.
source for drug development due to their efficiency and target selectivity and the subsequent Results and Discussion
reduction in side effects in a wide range of thera- SOFTVENOM is an analysis framework that inpeutic conditions such as pain or cancer where cludes different tools to process RNA-Seq data
medical needs are not properly addressed by from scratch to finally obtain a list of well-estabthe existing treatments. Since no reference ge- lished isoforms and associated functional infornome is currently available for most venomous mation.
Our results provide new insights into comanimals, research in this field has been ecopounds,
which may play a role in venom funcnomically restricted to small animal groups and
tion.
In
addition,
our work highlights the limitations
species.
of
the
applied
analysis
strategy and the diffeHere we present SOFTVENOM, an efficient
rences
found
after
functionally
comparing both
strategy to reconstruct and characterize animal
NGS
platforms.
venoms. Our approach was applied to the tranThe results of this work are currently being inscriptomes analysis of three animal venoms as
tegrated
with proteomics data from mass speca pilot project using RNASeq techniques in two
trometry
to
obtain a complete view of the venom
different NGS platforms, Illumina-HiSeq2000 and
composition.
The work done so far will serve as
454-GSTitanium. We functionally compare the
the
fundamental
basis for the study of a total of
different datasets to provide new insights into a
200
animal
venoms
in the following three years
fascinating field where little information is curas
part
of
the
VENOMICS
project, an international
rently known.
effort to uncover the secrets behind venom activity and their potential use in the development
Methods
Strand-specific libraries were constructed of drugs to improve Human Health.
from the RNA poly(A) fraction of tarantula
(Poecilotheria regalis), scorpion (Parabutus trans- Acknowledgements
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vaalicus) and viper (Bitis arietans). Libraries were This work has been financed by the 7 Framework
then sequenced with Illumina Hiseq2000 and Program.
454-GSTitanium following a paired-end and a
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